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Abstract

The centrality of emotion in cognition and social intelligence, as well as its impact on health, has intensified investigation into the causes and consequences of individual variation in emotion regulation. Central processing of experience directly informs regulation of endocrine axes, essentially forming a neuro-endocrine continuum integrating information intake, processing, and physiological and behavioral response. Two major elements of life history—resource allocation and niche partitioning—are served by linking cognitive-affective with physiologic and behavioral processes. Scarce cognitive resources (attention, memory, time) are allocated under guidance from affective co-processing. Affective-cognitive processing, in turn, regulates physiologic activity through neuro-endocrine outflow and thereby orchestrates energetic resource allocation and trade-offs, both acutely and through time. Reciprocally, peripheral activity (e.g., immunologic, metabolic or energetic markers) influences affective-cognitive processing. By guiding attention, memory, and behavior, affective-cognitive processing also informs individual stances toward, patterns of activity in, and relationships with the world. As such, it mediates processes of niche partitioning that adaptively exploit social and material resources. Developmental behavioral neurobiology has identified multiple factors that influence the ontogeny of emotion regulation to form affective and behavioral styles. Evidence is reviewed documenting roles for genetic, epigenetic, and experiential factors in the development of emotion regulation, social cognition and behavior with important implications for understanding mechanisms that underlie life history construction and the sources of differential health. Overall, this dynamic arena for research promises to link the biological bases of life history theory with the psychobehavioral phenomena that figure so centrally in quotidian experience and adaptation, particularly for humans.
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Humans exhibit striking, pervasive, and partly heritable personality differences that draw attention to their possible adaptive value. Psychiatric disorders have been linked to genetic roots associated with personality features also found in non-affected individuals (Fanous and Kendler 2004; Krug et al. 2008). These circumstances, combined with the burdens imposed by mental illness, have fostered speculation that carriers for alleles associated with mental disorder must experience advantages that maintain allelic variation (Akiskal and Akiskal 2005). But an adaptationist analysis necessarily goes deeper than this by asking why personality and temperament, or acquired and biologically based emotional-behavioral styles of experiencing and relating to the world, exist at all and why they vary. The larger questions of design prompt an analysis of adaptive demands on human cognition and the
possible role of emotion and emotion regulation in meeting those demands. This report evaluates evidence that affective processing meets critical adaptive demands of sociality by facilitating and coordinating allocation of scarce cognitive and physiologic resources. Evidence of adaptive value heightens the need to trace sources of individual difference in personality and temperament, social cognition, and behavior.

Recent reports detailing the roles of genes, environment, and gene-environment interactions in the development of differences in styles of social cognition and behavior have begun to illuminate the grounds for psychobehavioral differences and differential mental health (Canli and Lesch 2007; Tsankova et al. 2007). But this exciting work has not yet begun to investigate the role of culture and ambient social conditions in constituting environments of rearing and function, and thus determining the formation and consequences of psychobehavioral differences. Nor has it been much concerned with physical health. Research has addressed stress, trauma, and adversity, but is confined to western post-industrial populations that represent a privileged extreme in the spectrum of human conditions. To enrich the ecological validity and cross-cultural robustness of emerging models in this field, data are urgently needed from non-Western settings where the preponderance of humanity lives and the exposure to adversity is most severe and pervasive.

Reciprocally, human biologists and bioanthropologists investigate determinants of human function, health, and adaptation within a comparative, worldwide frame. But other than attending to the physical health consequences of psychosocial stress and its implications for revealing sociocultural bases of health inequity (Goodman and Leatherman 1999; Panter-Brick and Worthman 1999b), these fields scarcely have been concerned with emotion, cognition, or revelations from the neurosciences about their action, formation, and dysfunction. Yet mental illness has become a dominant health concern with its position as a leading global cause of human suffering and death. Currently, depression is the second largest source for the global burden of disease at ages 15–44 years, and will become so for humans of all ages by 2020 (Murray and Lopez 1996). An alliance between these two domains of research would appear timely and strategic.

This integrative analysis aims to promote a combined agenda by bridging concerns of each field with cognition, psychobehavioral development, and mental health on the one side, and with adaptation, variation, and cultural-ecological comparison on the other. It commences by considering the adaptive demands for social intelligence in humans, the role of emotion in resolving those demands, and the implication for resource allocation and life history construction. Neuro-endocrine mechanisms for responding to challenge are briefly discussed, and the role of and differences in appraisal are evaluated with a focus on stress. Then, recent literature on epigenetic pathways in development of emotion processing and regulation, and their links to variation in social cognition and behavior, are reviewed. For simplicity, discussion focuses on serotonergic pathways as an example. Sources of genetic and environmental difference within and between populations are considered, and in closing, implications for life history and health are assessed.

### ADAPTIVE DEMANDS ON COGNITION

The coevolution of unusually large brains, food sharing, and language use in humans long has been attributed to demands of intense sociality (Corballis and Lea 1999; Deacon 1997). But the design demands on cognition and its constituents has been less fully considered. Accordingly, demands for social intelligence in humans and the role of emotion in meeting those demands are discussed below.
Demands of social intelligence in humans

Several factors compound the adaptive pressures for social intelligence in humans, particularly competition from conspecifics, demands of reciprocity, and niche partitioning. As members of the same species with common needs and capacities, people are their own greatest mutual source of competition for limited material (food, shelter, territory) and social (information, relationships, prestige) resources. Conversely, establishing effective relationships with others represents the major avenue for reliably obtaining those limited social and material goods. But this solution further escalates the computational burden. Establishing, maintaining, and negotiating social relationships demand attention, well-directed action, and durable memory for relevant detail. Indeed, these pressures alone have been proposed as prime movers for evolution of expanded cranial capacity (Perez-Barberia et al. 2007), and as determinants of social network configurations and sustainable group sizes in humans (Dunbar 2008). Besides being populous and complex, social landscapes also are highly unstable. Group membership fluctuates through migration, birth, and mortality, and processes of life course development, learning, and aging ensure continuous changes in each group member’s capacities and needs. Thus, navigation of the social landscape necessitates capacities for rapid, contingent shifts in ends, modes, and means for social behavior and its informing cognitions. The complexities are nicely captured in Chagnon’s classic study documenting shifts in usage of kinship terminology by Yanomamö contingent upon gender and marriagability of both interlocutor and addressee (Chagnon 1988).

The habitual obligatory reciprocity practiced by humans also involves substantial and distinctive cognitive demands. The value of social relationships for buffering competition and increasing reliable access to limited and valuable resources was noted above. Humans are remarkable for the extent and forms of sharing and exchange, involving not only material goods such as food but also immaterial ones such as information (Kaplan et al. 2000; Worthman 2003). Furthermore, reciprocity is displaced across space, time, and currency. Thus, the grandson of a deceased healer who cured the daughter of a clan member twenty years previously, may be offered marriage with a member of that clan from another village. The logics hold for both reward and revenge: the grandson of a deceased warrior who violated the daughter of a clan member twenty years previously, may be killed by a member of that clan from another village. The cognitive capacities required for such translations across currencies (life for marriage partner; virginity for life), time (generations), and space (villages) involve not only recall of an exchange or debt incurred, but also ability to defer reward and tolerate the attendant uncertainties, connect social action with its context (kin/clan, morality), transmit knowledge about the debt, and maintain motivation to reciprocate. Note also that accounts for each person must be located and tracked within the social matrix. These cognitive capacities have established neural bases (Bechara and Damasio 2005; Weber and Huettel 2008) that are both specific and rare (Tomasello 1999).

Niche partitioning offers an excellent means to reduce local competition and saturate usable environments (Bolnick et al. 2003; Pachepsky et al. 2007). Indeed, individual niche variation increases and consequently species niche widens where interspecific competition is low (Costa et al. 2008), as is the case among humans. Divisions of labor, social distinctions (by kin, caste, class), and role specialization are characteristic of human societies. Thus, societies afford opportunities for claiming or carving out a social niche. The often considerable effort and creativity deployed in niche construction and maintenance rely heavily on cognitive and behavioral capacities. To succeed in the chosen or allotted niche requires the ability to identify or create possible niches, cultivate attributes of the chosen niche, and acquire or adapt skills, expertise, or faculties. Personality—in terms of a set of emotional-behavioral dispositions regarding experience processing and relations with the world—can facilitate the process of niche partitioning. For instance, Sulloway (Sulloway
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2001) has used sibling competition and birth order to predict personality characteristics such as novelty seeking, extraversion, or amiability among samples from western populations. Additionally, personality amplifies individual distinctiveness and may thereby reinforce social recall about that individual, including the record of material and social contributions and exchanges (Worthman and Brown 2005).

**Emotion and cognition**

The role of emotion in cognition recently has been thoroughly reconceptualized. Western thought long viewed emotions as disruptive “noise” that disturbed the orderly processes of rational thought, deliberation, and responsible behavior (Damasio 1994). Extensive empirical evidence now demonstrates that, on the contrary, emotion processing is an intrinsic and necessary component of the processes comprising effective thought and action, particularly in the area of social cognition and behavior (Adolphs 2003). Brain structures involved in emotion processing mediate internal representations of stimuli, link the representations to emotional responses, ongoing cognitive processes, and behavioral motivation, and furthermore contribute to an internal model of the social milieu and one’s relations to it. In other words, emotions ground social intelligence.

Returning to an adaptationist perspective on design draws attention to several cognitive features required for effective processing, evaluation, and response to experience. First is the problem of speed. In the flow of daily behavior and interactions in social settings, large amounts of multidimensional information (expressions, movements, speech; multiple actors; partial/degraded stimuli) must be absorbed and processed instantaneously to apprehend what is happening and to act appropriately. Speed, therefore, is of the essence. Second is the problem of selection. Any setting, much less a dynamic social one, offers myriad orders of information to which one might attend. But much of this information is irrelevant to pragmatic concerns of social or material need. Under these conditions, knowing what to ignore is critical, followed by knowing what to notice and at what level of detail (Baars 2002). To maximize speed and minimize necessary input, the brain fills information gaps with heuristics based on experience (tables are rectangular, objects persist). Habituation, attentional focusing, and filling in permit actors selectively to track ambient conditions; such mechanisms underlie failures to see unexpected phenomena when attention is focused elsewhere (inattentional blindness, change blindness) (Simons 2000). A famous video example elicits failure to detect a passing gorilla by telling the viewer to track ball-passing by one of two teams (Most et al. 2005). Selection therefore is crucial but contingent, conditioned by experience and expectation (Raz and Buhle 2006).

Emotion processing helps meet the need for speed and selectivity, especially in social cognition. It does so by recursive appraisal of information at various levels of preconscious processing to drive what comes to consciousness, with what intensity and valence, and how long. Throughout information processing, emotion recruits memory formation and recall (LaBar and Cabeza 2006). Emotion mechanisms and their somatic correlates signal possible meanings of ongoing events and project possible consequences of situations and actions that inform the alerting, orienting, and executive networks in attention (Bechara and Damasio 2005). Thus, emotion processing dramatically accelerates situation appraisal and concurrently organizes preparedness for appropriate action. Damage to areas involved in these systems produces deficits in emotion expression and impaired decision-making, dramatically slowing judgment formation and yielding disadvantageous choices.

Of interest here is that subjective states inform not only cognition and behavior, but also physiologic states: feelings are visceral as well as cerebral. The physiologic effects of emotions have deep evolutionary roots in their function to promote survival by mobilizing, directing, and coordinating cognitive and physical resources to meet current demands.
(Porges 1995). Sensory feedback from the somatic effects of emotions also affects cognitive processing, creating a mind-body loop. The “somatic marker” hypothesis (Damasio 1994) suggests that dynamically interacting central and somatic states of emotion and sensory processing generate representations of internal and external conditions that permit distinctions of self-not self. Distinctions of self-not self representations permit projection of possible actions and interactions that support rapid assessment, strategic decisions, and appropriate self-sustaining action. Mounting evidence supports this model (Bechara and Damasio 2005).

Emotion and resource allocation

Negotiation of individual needs and goals with external demands and opportunities represents an adaptive challenge at many levels (physiologic, developmental, psychobehavioral, social) throughout the life course. The nervous system, with the brain at its core, plays a central adaptive role in negotiating the inside-outside interface. This role is generally conceived in cognitive-behavioral terms—internalizing information about the world and driving actions in it. Emotion plays a significant part in allocation of limited and valuable cognitive resources, by continuously guiding attentional systems to effect selective, relevant, and timely allocation of limited capacity in consciousness on a momentary basis. Emotions also inform motivation and prompt stances of action readiness, or “being poised, oriented, ready, or inclined toward a course of action” (Cole et al. 2004)(p. 321). These mechanisms have extraordinary power to shape experience by determining what we notice, how we experience it, and what we do with it. Therefore, factors that influence those mechanisms will play determinative roles in lives as they are experienced and enacted. Anthropology long has regarded culture as chief among such influences, and asked how deep and far culture’s influence on cognition, experience, and behavior may reach to explain human diversity (Stocking 1989–1999).

As suggested in the previous section, emotion does more than influence cognition and behavior, it links central processing to physiologic function. These links are forged by extensive neuro-endocrine mechanisms to be reviewed below; via these mechanisms, the brain speaks to the body, and the body talks back. The effects of autonomic and neuroendocrine outflow from emotion states on organic systems direct allocation of resources for situation preparedness from among competing systemic demands such as for metabolism, immune function, cardiovascular function, repair, or development (Sapolsky 1998). Reciprocally, interoception, or the central representation of conditions in the physical body, is integral to emotion states and sense of self (Craig 2002). Here the brain’s centrality for managing the inside-outside interface extends to physical survival and the life history projects of development and reproduction. Thus, it monitors bodily states for prioritizing competing demands and orchestrating resources for virtually any aspect of acute and long-term function. Via their place in brain function, emotion processes thereby direct key life history parameters, in terms of growth, maintenance, and reproduction over the life course. Hence, emotion works to allocate not only limited cognitive resources, but valuable material bodily resources and their disposition in constructing life history.

NEURO-ENDOCRINE MEDIATION OF RESPONSES TO CHALLENGE

Distinctions between the nervous and endocrine systems have dissolved in the face of evidence that they function as a neuro-endocrine continuum (Panter-Brick and Worthman 1999a); therefore, here the term “neuro-endocrine” will refer to that continuum. Life history construction is mediated through a suite of neuro-endocrine mechanisms that regulate resource partitioning among competing acute and life course goals and demands. Stress responses illustrate this point. Perceived threat or challenge triggers dual signals from brain to body transmitted via endocrine and neural pathways (Boyce and Ellis 2005). One route
involves the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) pathway that triggers cortisol release, while the other involves autonomic nervous system activation that triggers both “fight or flight” organ responses and direct sympathetic neural release of catecholamines in the adrenal medulla (SAM). Each component of the suite of coordinated central and peripheral responses has deep evolutionary roots grounded in common survival demands (Porges 1995) that shift priorities to immediate survival (accelerated heart rate, attentional focusing, elevated glucose) and away from deferrable activity (immunity and repair, digestion, growth, reproduction). The acute value of stress responses therefore comes at a cost that accumulates as responses repeatedly are triggered: the cumulative cost of trade-offs and the accompanying physical burden of meeting life’s ordinary and extraordinary demands compounds as allostatic load (McEwen and Wingfield 2003). Variation in the extent of aggregated physical effects from meeting life’s demands that are represented in allostatic load form the basis of differential risk to physical and mental health so pervasively associated with material and psychosocial hardship (Joëls 2008; Krieger and Davey Smith 2004).

Triggers and buffers of stress

Not all stressors elicit stress responses with the same reliability and intensity: Table 2 lists characteristic situations reliably associated with physiologic stress or fight/flight responses in the preclinical and human literatures, as well as their stress-alleviating counterparts. Conditions that provoke stress and anxiety share at least one of the following features: 1. unfamiliarity or unpredictability or/and uncertainty or ambiguity; 2. real or perceived lack of control (either suffices), as well as perceived control refuted by events; 3. low or negative relative status, or loss of status; and 4. social isolation and social threat or loss (reviewed in Sapolsky 1998; meta-analysis in Dickerson and Kemeny 2004). Responses to experience consistently associated with production or exacerbation of stress are internalization, frustration, and social defeat. The corresponding situations that prevent or palliate stress are as follows: 1. predictability or familiarity and/or feeling that things make sense; 2. feeling in control, whether the control is real or sustainably partial-to-illusory, or experiencing increased control; 3. social status good or favorable relative to others, or status improves; 4. social integration or presence of social support. Effective behavioral responses that avert or relieve stress frequently recruit one of these buffering conditions, but also commonly include aggression or redirected aggression; denial is another prevalent though less effective response.

Sources and effects of differences in appraisal

The translation from stressor to psychosocial stress is mediated largely by emotional processes of appraisal that are shaped through developmental, experiential, and genetic factors. Relatedly, emotion regulation, as the ability to manage emotion processing and its impact on other cognitive processes, is subject to similar influences (Cole et al. 2004; Compas et al. 2004). Clearly, emotion processing and its regulation strongly influence the impact of and responses to experience and as such, are important bases of social competence and psychosocial well-being (Davidson 2000). Insofar as social relations and perceived stress also affect physical well-being, affective style furthermore affects physical health. For these reasons, the sources of individual and population variation in affective styles have been intensively investigated. Capacities for emotion regulation, expression, and detection develop during infancy and childhood (Erickson and Schulkin 2003; Posner and Rothbart 2000) subject to external and internal conditions (Fox and Calkins 2003; Pollak 2005) including brain development (Lewis and Stieben 2004). But the relative contributions of biological and contextual factors in individual affective styles have been unclear. The widely studied concept of temperament refers to early emotional biases seen in infants and presumed to be constitutional, or fixed and biologically based. Thus, samples of
behaviorally inhibited (fearful, novelty avoidant) American infants and children have been identified with distinctive neurological and psychophysiological characteristics (Fox et al. 2000) as well as long-term psychosocial and mental health risk (Kagan et al. 2007). Yet rearing environment, particularly early on, strongly influences the development of emotion processing systems as reflected in behavioral self regulation and in psychobiological markers such as the reactivity of the HPA stress response (threshold, speed, and intensity) to novelty or threat (Gunnar 2000). For example, Flinn observed acute and enduring effects of early trauma on HPA responses to psychosocial challenge in Dominican children (Flinn 2006).

Against this background of conceptual ambiguity about innate-biological versus experiential-contextual determinants of affective styles and emotion regulation, empirical reports from primate and human studies increasingly have documented person x environment interactions of context dependency in the relationship of a specific genotype or phenotype to psychobehavioral or health outcomes. Such observations indicate that the effects of a given genotype or phenotype on function or health are not fixed, but contingent on circumstance. What is problematic in one context may be neutral or advantageous in another. An early non-human primate report identified high behavioral reactivity in rhesus infants with low adult social status if given poor maternal care, and high adult social status if given good care (Suomi 1991). Quality of maternal care made little difference for adult social status among infants with low reactivity. In a human example, cardiovascular reactivity in children was associated with more frequent respiratory illness under suboptimal daycare conditions, but much lower frequencies under good conditions (Boyce et al. 1995). Children with low cardiovascular reactivity showed less sensitivity to context, but actually experienced higher rates of illness under good than poor daycare conditions. Thus, the lowest rates of illness were observed in high reactivity children under good conditions, just as highest adult social status was observed in reactive rhesus that received excellent mothering. Note that respiratory illness is a major source of mortality in human children, and that social status predicts fitness in rhesus. Therefore, implications of geno/phenotype-environment interactions for life history are significant.

GENE-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS IN EMOTION REGULATION, SOCIAL COGNITION, AND BEHAVIOR

The mapping of the human genome at the outset of the millennium immediately triggered a demand to understand the epigenetic mechanisms that bring the code to life. Thus the life science focus shifted to micro- to macro-contexts and, in less than a decade, much has been learned about the mechanisms that use contextual information for biological action (Robinson 2004; Slotkin and Martienssen 2007; van de Vijver et al. 2002). Our understanding of complex traits such as behavior has benefited with this move along with the explosion of neuroimaging techniques for observing the living brain operating under increasingly naturalized experimental conditions. These advances have clarified uncertainties highlighted above, and illuminated dynamics of genes and context that underlie variation in emotion regulation, cognition, and behavior patterns. The time is ripe for translation of these insights into comparative population-based studies by human biologists and biocultural anthropologists who excel at studies of both context and biology spanning the breadth of conditions that humans create and occupy. Existing paradigms open vast new opportunities to explore biocultural dynamics underlying human behavior variation. Reciprocally, such comparative work across a wide range of cultural and material ecologies would test and then enrich existing models in the light of real world conditions. The following brief review addresses key models and findings to stimulate such comparative research.
Epigenetic programming by maternal behavior

Before turning to gene-environment interactions in psychobehavioral variation, the operation of solely epigenetic mechanisms that induce similar effects should be noted. The most powerful evidence concerns non-genomic mechanisms for inter-generational transmission of stress reactivity and maternal behavior. It comes from a line of experimental research that probes why rat maternal behavior toward young during the first postnatal week is associated with enduring differences in offspring behavior, including their own maternal behavior, that were faithfully reproduced in their offspring (Meaney 2001). Specifically, Meaney and colleagues have discovered that variation in amount of maternal licking-grooming and arched-back nursing behavior (MLG-ABN), key elements of normal maternal care, alter development of pup neuro-endocrine regulation and consequent behavior. Offspring of high MLG-ABN mothers are behaviorally less irritable, fearful and responsive to stressful conditions, and exhibit less HPA stress responsivity, than offspring of low MLG-ABN mothers. The effects can be reversed: pups of low MLG-ABN mothers cross-fostered within the first week of life to care by MLG-ABN mothers resemble pups born to high MLG-ABN mothers, and vice versa.

Apparently, intergenerational transmission of a distinct suite of neuro-endocrine and behavioral features occurs through programming by an expectable environment of rearing, namely maternal care. Ongoing work by this group has traced specific epigenetic effects on HPA feedback sensitivity that are mediated by stable marking (methylation) of offspring DNA that alters HPA regulation: high MLG-ABN antagonizes DNA methylation at the glucocorticoid receptor promoter region in the hippocampus, thus increasing sensitivity to glucocorticoid negative feedback (Weaver 2007). One review noted that adult “offspring of mothers with low levels of nurturing behaviour were at a molecular disadvantage” for handling stressors because of their reduced ability to moderate HPA activity (Tsankova et al. 2007), p. 362). But that may be true only under sheltered laboratory conditions.

Genetic variability in neuroregulation

Such recent evidence suggests that environmental induction of specific epigenetic changes in the genome may represent an important basis for variation in complex phenotypes such as behavior. But the genetic bases of temperament and psychobehavioral risk have received much more extensive scrutiny. Due in large part to its links with depression and the success of pharmacologic treatments such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), the serotonergic system has been studied closely and will be the focus here.

Serotonin, or 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), is widely distributed throughout the body and is involved in an unusually large array of functions, including regulation of appetite, sensory processing, motor activity (muscle contraction), cardiovascular function, learning and memory, mood and emotion, and in concert with gonadal steroids, sexual behavior. The bioavailability and thus the action of serotonin are regulated by multiple factors, chief among which are synaptic reuptake and breakdown by the serotonin transporter (5-HTT) and monoamine oxidase (MAO), respectively. The serotonin transporter mediates active removal of 5-HT from the synaptic cleft into the presynaptic cell, and therefore decisively determines the length and strength of serotonin interaction with post- and pre-synaptic targets. Two major functional alleles influencing 5-HTT expression—one short, one long—comprise a gene-linked polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) upstream from the promoter of the 5-HTT gene. The short allele (5-HTTLPR-short for convenience) contains 14 copies of a 20–23 base pair irregular repeat unit, while the long (5-HTTLPR-long) contains 16 copies: the fewer repeats in the short variant reduces transcription of the 5-HTT gene. Relative loss of 5-HTT activity has been associated with greater vulnerability to environmental stressors in mice and human and non-human primates (Canli and Lesch 2007). The two alleles exhibit
balanced equilibrium with average 60% population prevalence of the long allele, although populations vary substantially in allele frequencies (Gelernter et al. 1997).

MAO inactivates serotonin and thereby regulates its bioavailability. Of the two key MAO isoenzymes MAO-A and –B, MAOA has variants in the gene promoter region that differ in number of repeats in a 30-bp sequence 1–1.2 kb upstream from the mapped transcription site. Apparently, there is an optimal number of repeats, because the 3.5- and 4-repeat alleles yield 2-to 10-fold greater transcription efficiency than the 3- of 5-fold repeats. Again, large population differences in population frequencies have been observed (Sabol et al. 1998). But average population frequency of the 3-repeat allele is nearly 36%; those with this allele will process 5-HT less efficiently, leaving more available intracellular serotonin. Population frequency of the 4-repeat allele averages 62%.

**Gene x environment interactions in psychobehavioral vulnerability to life stressors**

Characterization of genetic variation in serotonergic neurotransmission has provided valuable tools to probe the bases of differences in emotion regulation, behavior and behavior problems. The results document systematic interactions of genes and environment. Commencing with the proximal environment of internal milieu, even normative differences in endocrine function may alter the effect of genotype on behavior. For example, normal variation in testosterone (T) levels in CSF among adult men interacts with MAOA genotype to predict levels of antisocial behavior (Sjoberg et al. 2008): antisocial behavior increases sharply with T in men having 3- or 5-repeat MAOA alleles, and is significantly lower at low levels of T and higher at high T than in men with 3.5- or 4-repeat alleles, in whom T is unrelated to antisocial behavior. T, as well as glucocorticoids, interact with the MAOA promoter to influence gene transcription and is associated with reduced serotonin production, although its effects are not as powerful as glucocorticoids (Glatz et al. 2003). At the reduced levels of transcription with 3- or 5-repeat alleles, the T effect produces a strong correlation between T and MAOA activity, while it makes no difference at the higher transcription rates of 3.5- and 4-repeat alleles. Note that cortisol exerts similar yet stronger effects.

As expected from observational studies, variation in the impact of differing early environments on later psychobehavioral outcomes relates to genotype and is mediated by effects on neuro-endocrine development. Such phenomena were found to explain the aforementioned effects of rearing conditions on social competence in rhesus observed by Suomi and colleagues: rearing conditions interact with infant 5-HTT genotype to determine reactivity to stressors and vulnerability to substance use and abuse as adults. Peer-reared 5-HTTLPR-short heterozygotes showed exaggerated HPA responses to stressors relative to their homozygous 5-HTTLPR-long peers. But mother-reared heterozygotes were the only group who displayed complete buffering of HPA under stress exposure (Barr et al. 2004). Rearing condition had little effect on HPA stress response in 5-HTTLPR-long homozygotes.

The variable effects of genotype—advantageous in one condition, disadvantageous in another—have been found repeatedly in humans. For example, a family study showed a strong impact of exposure to adverse early family conditions with greatly increased depressive symptoms among 5-HTTLPR-short homozygotes relative to 5-HTTLPR-long hetero- and homozygotes (Taylor et al. 2006). Notably, the 5-HTTLPR-short homozygotes who did not experience poor family conditions had much the lowest risk for depressive symptoms. The same effects were found for interactions of current levels of stress with genotype in relation to depressive symptoms. Another example of cross-over effects were reported for men in a large longitudinal cohort study in New Zealand, where those having genotypes with low MAOA activity exhibited greatly elevated rates of antisocial behavior if they had experienced severe childhood maltreatment. But again, men with the low MAOA
activity genotype who did not experience such hardship had lower rates of antisocial behavior than did those with high activity genotype (Caspi et al. 2002). These findings excited such intense interest that multiple replications have been attempted; a recent meta-analysis found that the gene-environment interaction is robust (Kim-Cohen et al. 2006). Those with low MAOA activity genotype show enhanced environmental sensitivity to trauma for mental health outcomes, which are better than in persons with high MAOA activity under no exposure but much worse with exposure to early abuse. Such dynamics establish the bases for production of alternative life history strategies that shift cognitive-behavioral modes contingent on the conditions encountered early and later in life. The shifts also create advantage under some conditions but carry costs in others, and thus carry situation-dependent adaptive trade-offs.

Emotion processing and social cognition

Effects of genetic variation in neuro-endocrine regulation operate through emotion processing and social cognition. They contribute to differences in how people “see” the world such that they can be in the same physical place but inhabit different cognitive-behavioral spaces. Biases in social cognition have been linked to functional polymorphisms in studies using functional imaging. For example, 5-HTTLPR-short carriers show increased amygdala activation (fear/threat processing) to negative pictures, increased implicit (preconscious) processing of negative words, and visuospatial matching of fearful with angry faces (Canli and Lesch 2007). Moreover, the impact of facial stimuli on activity of two key limbic structures in emotion processing and memory, the amygdala and hippocampus, manifested interactive effects between genotype and amount of life stress (Canli et al. 2006). Specifically, presence of the short allele was associated with a negative correlation between life stress and limbic activation by facial stimuli: face processing declined as life stress increased. Conversely, long allele homozygotes showed a positive association wherein activation to facial stimuli correlated positively with life stress. These studies also identified a significant interaction effect of 5-HTT genotype and life stress on resting level activation in the amygdala and hippocampus. Activity in both structures increased with life stress among carriers of the short allele, but decreased with stress among homozygotes for the long allele.

The differential effects of life stress, as a function of serotonin transporter genotype, on face processing and resting limbic activity along with other known interactions, may represent neural bases for situation-dependent differences in emotional tone, in social processing, in styles of coping with stressors, and in vulnerability to mood disorders such as depression. The importance of sociality and adaptive demands on social cognition for humans, discussed at the outset, suggest that variation in face processing is significant. Faces are vital means for social identification and communication, including the projection and reading of emotions; therefore, reading facial expressions is integral to social cognition and competence. Consequently, situation-dependent variation in activation to faces, interacting with genotype, suggests one of likely many bases for diversity in social experience that establish parameters for different experiential worlds and social niches.

Population variation

Recent comparative macaque data have probed social correlates of variability in population genetic structure for functional polymorphisms in serotonin regulation (Wendland et al. 2006). Macaques are the most geographically widespread primate genus aside from humans, occupy a wide range of habitats, exhibit well-studied temperamental differences, and vary markedly in degree of aggression-based social structure. Number of functional alleles in promoter regions for MAOA and 5-HTT present was counted (range 1–3) in samples of six macaque species (Macaca tonkeana, sylvanus, thibetana, arctoides, fascicularis, nemestrina,
mulatta). Social organization of each species was scaled for degree of social in/tolerance, hierarchy, and nepotism. The species with less hierarchical, more tolerant social organization showed no or minimal genetic diversity in either the MAOA or 5-HTT promoter region, while the most rigidly hierarchical species, M. mulatta, showed the greatest number of variants at both loci. The pattern suggests possible relationships between species variation in social structure and genetic variation in regulators of neuroendocrine activity.

Humans most resemble rhesus macaques in having polymorphisms at each locus (2 for 5-HTTLPR, 4 for MAOA). Moreover, human populations differ in allele frequencies for both loci: HTTLPR-short ranges from 0.25 to 0.8, MAOA 3-repeat ranges .29 – .61 (Gelernter et al. 1999; Gelernter et al. 1997; Sabol et al. 1998). Linkage disequilibrium was apparent in a few populations, but balanced polymorphism was more common. Sample sizes are rather small, representativeness uncertain, and ecological correlates unknown. Nonetheless, the relatively high average frequency of the non-dominant functional polymorphisms, the evidence for variability among populations, and the possible presence of selective pressures for specific haplotypes in some samples suggest that population genetics of neuroregulatory loci merits investigation.

Such genetic studies would need to collect substantial information on socioecological conditions and psychobehavioral outcomes. Mere variation in population genetic structure likely will be uninteresting unless considered in relation to material and social ecology that structures the conditions under which individuals live, the kinds of experiences or insults to which they are exposed, and how those circumstances are viewed. Additionally, given the evidence for gene-environment interactions and developmental effects discussed above, combinations of history and circumstance will condition the phenotypes generated from the genetic structure, and thus influence the impact of that structure on corresponding experience, welfare, behavior, and the balance of selective pressures upon genetic diversity. Such gene-environment interactions and their consequences for function and welfare deserve investigation across a wide range of human cultures and conditions. Such study bears exciting possibility for unlocking dynamics among culture, social conditions, the nature and distribution of social niches, and selection pressures operating on allelic variants.

**CONCLUSION**

The recent empirical findings raise several noteworthy points. First, genetic variability in neuroregulatory mechanisms is substantial and differs among populations. Second, gene-environment interactions are widespread, and operate both developmentally and in adulthood. Such interactions produce conditional sensitivity to context, where impact of experience varies by genotype. Third, evidence for situation-dependent adaptive value of neuroregulatory genes is strong. Contrary to an outmoded eugenic view of “good” and “bad” genes, alleles associated with “risky” outcomes under risky conditions may yield the most favorable outcomes under low risk. Other alleles may reduce environmental sensitivity with little difference in outcome regardless of circumstance, but at a cost to relative performance under optimal conditions. Fourth, gene-environment interactions establish a basis for contingent life history strategies, whereby affective-behavioral stances are altered by the conditions experienced early in life, and further influence processing of experience and modes of behavior into adulthood. These dynamics offer plausible mechanisms for temperament, niche partitioning, and condition-dependent construction of life history that were posed as solutions to adaptive pressures on social cognition at the outset of this discussion. Identification of the salient environmental features at play in gene-environmental interactions would have high scientific and practical value.
Fifth, the importance of social relationships and social context in gene-environment interactions merits emphasis. Early rearing environments repeatedly emerge as decisive for shaping the psychobehavioral outcomes discussed here (temperament, affective-behavioral styles, mental health risk), and caregivers are key determinants of early conditions and experience (van IJzendoorn and Sagi 1999). This is especially true of species with altricial young such as humans, and laboratory rats for that matter. Chisholm provides both theory and evidence for the significance of early family environments and signals of future environmental quality in life history strategies of the young that involve biological (rates of physical maturation) and psychobehavioral (attachment, risk-taking, instrumentality) components (Chisholm 1999). Thus, early signals of risk and uncertainty have been linked to adjusted reproductive strategies with accelerated maturation, earlier childbearing, reduced social attachment, and lower expected life span (Chisholm et al. 2005). Indeed, the disruptions of maternal behavior reflected in low lick-groom and arched-back nursing that organize offspring aggressiveness and irritability in the rat model (Weaver 2007) may transduce early signals of environmental stress into alternate sociobehavioral strategies.

Sixth, neuro-endocrine mechanisms tie cognitive and particularly emotion processes with physiologic functions responsible for resource allocation (Williams 2008). For instance, perceived stress induces physiologic shifts toward immediate demands and away from longer-term goals such as growth or repair. Reciprocally, hormones influence neuroactivity (Caldu and Dreher 2007). For example, 5-HTT gene expression is modulated by both T and glucocorticoids. Indeed, relationships of animal personality to differences in metabolism and energy expenditure have been advanced to explain weak or absent associations between energy expenditure and fitness (Careau et al. 2008) Thus, cognition and affective-behavioral styles shape life history not only directly through perception and behavior, but also through hormonal mediation of resource partitioning among growth, reproduction, and maintenance (Worthman 1999; Worthman 2003).

Implications for health and human welfare

The models and evidence considered here also bear widely on health. First, they delineate epigenetic mechanisms behind differential health and thereby open well-marked avenues for research into variable effects of life’s vicissitudes. For instance, although adversity contributes to onset of depression, not everyone who experiences trauma becomes depressed: in girls, vulnerability to hardship is exacerbated epigenetically through fetal conditions (Costello et al. 2007). Current research engages a narrow range of cultural and geopolitical diversity, but the insights and methods used can be adapted rigorously for cross-cultural work across a more representative range of populations. This move will permit more comprehensive delineation of key gene-environment interactions and reveal historical and circumstantial determinants of their importance for health. Second, the findings refocus attention on context and particularly the formation of context through human relationships, social ecology, and culture (social organization, practices, meanings). Demonstration of the differential impact of life stress depending on, for example, previous maternal experience, experience of early life stress, exposure to postnatal adversity, and/or current endocrine status (e.g., T levels), sheds light on pathways by which structural factors (poverty, class, resource uncertainty, family/community fragility) and traumas (warfare, natural disaster, personal loss) may place differential burdens on persons, subgroups, and populations. Current struggles to explain health disparities and track how culture gets under the skin may be advanced using the models discussed here (Krieger and Davey Smith 2004).

Third and relatedly, epigenetics clearly form an avenue for intergenerational transmission of behavioral characteristics through shared conditions, shared biology, or both. Thus, the laboratory rat transmits styles of behavior via maternal behavior effects on offspring neuroregulation that subsequently organize their own maternal behavior. Differences in both
exposure and response to stressors contribute substantially to health disparities within and between populations. Embodied imprints of prior conditions that are communicated across generations represents a potent potential source for compounding vulnerability that may characterize social and material hardship or inequalities by gender, caste/class, or region. Nevertheless, the literature on health effects of birthweight notes complications in this line of thought (Kuzawa 2005).

Finally, the work discussed here primarily concerns stress and mental health, which are ascendant global issues. Indeed, this discussion has emphasized the importance of social cognition, emotional processing, and behavioral competence in human function and well-being. However, research on mental health often runs independently from that on physical health. Yet the two are integral and co-constitutive aspects of human welfare. Thus, alliances of fields concerned with mental and with physical health are needed. The overarching purpose of this review has been to suggest that integration of models and methods from developmental cognitive-behavioral sciences and mental health research with those from human biology and bioanthropology offers enormous potential for building a more comprehensive, powerful, and widely generalizable approach to human health.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glossary</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arousal</td>
<td>“a dimension of emotion that varies from calm to excitement” or low to high intensity</td>
<td>LeBar &amp; Cabeza 2006, p. 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention</td>
<td>a. operations that volitionally select conscious events from a stream of competing sensory information</td>
<td>Feinstein et al. 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. “preparedness for and selection of certain aspects of our physical environment…or some ideas in our mind that are stored in memory”</td>
<td>Raz and Buhle 2006, p. 367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consciousness</td>
<td>“fleeting memory capacity in which only one consistent content can be dominant at any given moment”</td>
<td>Baars 2002, p. 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conscious perception</td>
<td>“awareness of a sensory stimulus”</td>
<td>Feinstein et al. 2004, p. 324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotion</td>
<td>a. “a collection of changes in body and brain states triggered by a dedicated brain system that responds to specific contents of one’s perceptions, actual or recalled, relative to a particular object or event”</td>
<td>Bechara &amp; Damasio, p. 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. “appraisal-action readiness stances, a fluid and complex progression of orienting toward the ongoing stream of experience…usually unseen (and unfelt)”</td>
<td>Cole et al. 2004, p. 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotion regulation</td>
<td>changes in valence, intensity, or time course of an activated emotion due to one’s own or another’s activity</td>
<td>Cole et al. 2004, p. 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotional intelligence</td>
<td>“abilities at the intersection of emotion and behavior—specifically limited to the set of abilities involved in reasoning about emotions and using emotions to enhance reasoning”</td>
<td>Mayer 2008, p. 514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interoception</td>
<td>“the sense of the physiological condition of the body”</td>
<td>Craig 2002, p. 655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preconscious, preattentive</td>
<td>“processing that occurs before attention is engaged and is therefore capable of affecting performance without awareness”</td>
<td>Robertson 2005, p. 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self regulation</td>
<td>“the ability to manipulate one’s own emotions, thoughts or actions on direction from the self or another person”</td>
<td>Raz and Buhle 2006, p. 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valence</td>
<td>“a dimension of emotion that varies from unpleasant (negative) to pleasant (positive), with neutral often considered an intermediate value”</td>
<td>LeBar &amp; Cabeza 2006, p. 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperament</td>
<td>“biologically based biases toward the experience and expression of certain emotions”</td>
<td>Cole et al. 2004, p. 321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 2

Triggers and buffers of stress response*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triggers</th>
<th>Buffers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unpredictability, unfamiliarity</td>
<td>Predictability, familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ uncertainty, ambiguity</td>
<td>☐ certainty, coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of control</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ perceived lack of control</td>
<td>☐ perceived control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ non-control with perceived control</td>
<td>☐ illusion of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative status negative</td>
<td>Relative status positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ perceived loss</td>
<td>☐ perceived gain, improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation, social threat/loss</td>
<td>Social support, social integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalization</td>
<td>Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ frustration</td>
<td>☐ redirected aggression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>